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By now, you have been exposed to every minute detail 

involved in the colossal disaster that involved the 

“unsinkable” Titanic, and like me, you are suffering from 

Titanic fatigue because really and truly, who cares about a 

disaster that’s 100 ye ars old when we have so many 

contemporary disasters to worry about here and now?  

 The media simply could not provide enough detail 

based upon the theory, “if it bleeds, it leads,” and as a result, 

we have been over-exposed to graphic pictures and 

voluminous text informing us precisely what the passengers 

ate, the music that they drowned to, where they are buried, the 

new museum in Belfast, the speed of the ship, the size of the 

iceberg, and what movies and books are readily available to 

further illuminate this epic event in case we crave for more. Enough already! 

 The contemporary disasters may not be as dramatic as a ship hitting an iceberg, but they are 

based on similar causes. What caused the sinking? Human folly, error and hubris – the very 

problems that operate in Ottawa today by those who think that they are above the law and 

untouchable because they wield absolute power. These ruthless characters are called politicians, 

and they have completely overturned our cherished principles of democratic representation. They 

no longer believe that they serve us; they maintain the reverse position – that we serve them. How 

else to explain the grossness and frequency of their miscalculations? We lament the extent of their 

Titanic arrogance, their iceberg-like response to questions about their motives, their 

communication and their trust. 

 What appears to be happening in our once great country is that which has already transpired 

in the United States. I listened to a media guru on TV who discussed the F-35 fiasco and the 

robo-call fiasco, both of which emanate from our last election. The guru postulated that nothing 

will happen to the ruling party involved in these matters because only 30% of Canadians care 

enough to be informed, and that’s sadly not enough moral indignation to force the government’s 

hand. Cabinet Ministers no longer resign when their competence has been compromised. The 

Prime Minister, ultimately in charge of his cabinet, merely flies away to some foreign land until the 

storm dies down. 

 In the United States, a Newsweek Poll found that 24 percent of those surveyed said that 

President Obama is Muslim, attributed to the fact that “more and more voters don’t like him 

personally and so are increasingly ready to believe anything critical (and to them, being Muslim is 

a negative) about someone they are already inclined to resent.” Americans are systematically 

dumbed down and their thinking daily poisoned by the likes Glenn Beck and Rush Limbaugh.  

 And how else to explain the current TV ads that attack Bob Rae? Is there a federal election 

in the offing? No, but what better time to vilify opposition leaders a la the U.S.A.? Seniors might 

observe that over the decades, our politics has started to decline and resemble that of the U.S. 

where anything goes. Obama gives them their first opportunity at universal health care, and he is 

branded a Communist by fear mongers. Rae gets the same treatment because he is most vocal and 

damning of the current Conservative ship of state, Titanic. When 

does Thomas Mulcair get the same treatment? 

 What do seniors really care about? I care about our 

grandchildren. What kind of environmental mess will we leave 

them? Will they have decent, well-paying jobs? Will they fall into 

the wrong side of the rich-poor dichotomy that shapes our land? 

Will they have courageous journalists such as Andrew Coyne who 

will blow the whistle on deceit? Will they have honest publishers 

who ferret out the truth and not be slave to money interests? Will 

they feel powerless, unable to participate in democracy that 

depends only on 30% of the population?  Will they feel optimistic 



about their country and proud when they travel about the world? Or will they be subject to simply 

more arrogance that leads to further disaster? 

 


